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Road racing is pure two-wheeled passion: Slim tyres, light equipment – and nothing more than the 
wind in your face plus the chain’s buzz in your ears. Our program for 2014 includes racers with 

genuine high-speed design as well as tourers which offer full long-distance suitability without 
any lack of speedy fun for bike fans. MERIDA – MORE PURISM.

ROAD
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ScultuRA It was MERIDA’s first step towards the WorldTour: When 
we introduced our new SCULTURA for Season 2013, 
it was clear: This dreamlike carbon construction is just 
good enough to help professional road racers perform 
on top-level. And it was designed exactly for that pur-
pose! The elite squad of the TEAM LAMPRE-MERIDA 
was enthused by the new SCULTURA’s performance 
and got ready to do their best on the new working tool.

Also in 2014, the SCULTURA is LAMPRE-MERIDA’s 
bike of choice unless there are not any special tasks 
to be mastered. This machine doubtlessly convinces 
with a truly unique character. Its organically curved 
frame combines ultimate propulsion and comfort. Thus 
the athlete is able to transfer each watt she or he has 
laboriously acquired by training and can outsmart the 
muscular fatigue as well. The monocoque frame con-
sisting of high-modulus carbon fibres underlines its 
aspiration for speed at a weight of just 850 g* – not to 
forget its torsion stiffness of 69 N/mm at the mighty 
BB386 bottom bracket and the ultra-high steer-
ing precision due to 104 Nm/° at the tapered steerer. 
But an athlete’s power reserves decrease if she or he 
is overstrained. That’s why our R&D engineers have 
equipped the SCULTURA with a “Flex Stay” rearstay  
including a slim 27.2 mm seatpost and vibration-damp-
ing flax fibres. This “Bio Fibre Damping Compound” 
technology is also utilized for the particularly light car-
bon fork (just 330 g) – best possible handling quality 
also during fast downhills meets brilliant comfort apt 
for long distances. Wake up the pro rider in your legs –  
MERIDA SCULTURA.

RACE

*In frame size 54 cm
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ReActO Physics creates facts: The lower a road racer’s total 
air resistance, the faster she or he is. For all lovers of 
velocity, MERIDA has now ignited the second evolu-
tionary stage of the REACTO: Initially designed as a 
semi-aero-bike, the brand-new REACTO EVO shows 
pure aerodynamic ambition and convinces not only in 
the wind tunnel: Our R&D experts have developed this 
racer specifically to equip the pro riders of the TEAM 
LAMPRE-MERIDA optimally for hill climb time trials or 
race stages with sprints and solo escapes. Also regard-
ing relevant performance data such as weight, stiffness 
and comfort, our 2014 highlight does not leave anything 
to be desired.

The REACTO EVO’s drop-shaped “Fastback” profiles 
with their substantially trimmed ends result from elabo-
rate analyses in the wind tunnel. But not only the light 
frame weighing just above 1000 g* slips through the 
wind with ease: The large clearance between the fork 
blades leaves space for the naturally turbulent front 
wheel which ensures that the blades are hit by a lami-
nar inflow. Thus they hardly add to the bike’s total air 
resistance in aerodynamic terms. Directly mounted 
front and rear brakes perfect the aerodynamically so-
phisticated master plan. Thanks to the conical “Tapered 
Steerer” and the mighty BB386 bottom bracket, the 
REACTO EVO meets all requirements with regard to 
ultra-high steering precision and brilliantly effective 
power transfer. At the rear, the patent-pending “S-Flex” 
seatpost provides the essential comfort as to preserving 
the rider’s energy reserves also on long distances. A bit 
speedier is always possible: MERIDA REACTO EVO.

RACE

* in Rahmenhöhe 54 cm
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MERIda BIKES 2014 RACE

„The new REACTO EVO features quite an amount of innovative 
solutions which benefit not only our TEAM LAMPRE-MERIDA. Tube 
designs optimized in the wind tunnel plus important details such as 
the “Direct Mount” brakes at the fork head and under the bottom 
bracket clearly stress the consequent aerodynamics of this exciting 
racing machine.“

Jürgen Falke, Director of Products MERIDA
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RIDe Road racers know: The worse the road surface, the less 
reliable the access to one’s own power potential – and 
the lower the fun factor of the tour. Not only strongly 
perceptible surface bumps, but already permanent 
vibrations (e. g. caused by rough asphalt) disturb the 
subtle total construct of human being and machine 
and thus tire the athlete more quickly. This applies not 
only to the legs as propulsion motor, but also to the 
arms, hands, shoulders and back sections. That’s why 
the TEAM LAMPRE-MERIDA relies on our carbon road 
racer RIDE PRO which has been specifically and com-
pletely redesigned for MY 2014 according to the pro 
racers’ demands.

The RIDE PRO concept incorporates various aspects to 
provide the pilot with maximum comfort. The frame’s 
suitability for tyre widths up to 28 mm appears less  
sophisticated in technological respect but is all the 
more effective. Clearly more complex is the special fork 
construction which on the one hand offers outstanding 
stiffness thanks to “Double Chamber” technology and 
thanks to the unique design filters and absorbs vibra-
tions or bumps very effectively. Our R&D experts have 
pursued the same task by connecting the seat stays to 
the seat tube in a very low position; the seat stays’ slim 
construction height of only 10 mm ensures maximum 
flexibility. The judgement of the pro riders confirms: 
mission accomplished. Additional reduction of surface 
bumps is managed by the flax fibres woven into parts 
of the carbon matrix (“Bio Fibre Damping Compound”) 
such as at the fork or at the “Flex Stay” rearstay. Com-
fort at pro level – MERIDA RIDE PRO.

TOUR
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MERIda BIKES 2014 TOUR
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